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WORK PIAN SEGMENT REPOR'r

FEDERAL AID IN WILDLIFE RESTORATION

STATE:

Alaska

PROJECT NO:

W-15-R-2 and 3

TITLE:

Big Game Investigations

WORK PLAN:

N

TITLE:

Dall Sheep

JOB NO:

1

PERIOD COVERED:

(W-15-R-2) ;- 3, 4

L

5, 6, 7 and 8

(W-15--R-3)

January l, 1967 to December _31, 1967

ABSTRACT
Life History and Ecology

Two ground trips were made into Dry Creek and another up
Eagle River for familiarization and classification purposes.
Ecological observations were recorded but data are too limited
for analyses at present.

Distribution and Abundance
Over 7500 sheep were enumerated on eight aerial surveys of
segments of sheep habitat. Results of these surveys are listed~
Further flights were made over several of the areas to note
distribution changes and to develop more accurate classification
techniques.
With the exception of totals counted, distributions noted,
and proportions of rams observed during rutting season flights,.
classifications obtained during these flights are considered to
be inadequate due to inherent faults in the methods and timing
used.
Four study areas we:te tentative,ly selected for use in
further investigations.

i



The- reported. harvest- of Dall s-beep rams in 1967 was 915- as of
8 December 1967. Based on t:bis 87% return of the 7050 sheep harvest
tickets issued, 2777 or 3-9% of- ti.cket holders actually hunted, a few
less than 3375 ticket ho1de"rs did not hunt. and about 900 ticket hold

ers did not report prior to analyses.

Of the 2 777 hunters. 915 or

33%- killed a sheep-... Of 2207 resident Alaskan hunters, 503 (23%) 
killed a sheep, while of 570 non-residents, 412 (72.%) killed a sheep ..
Mean number of- days- hunted was 4 days for successful and S days
for unsuccessful hunters ...

The mean length of longest horn as re.ported· by 452 resident
hunters was 33 .. 0 inches (83' .. 8' cm) and by 378' non-resident hunters was
33 ..8 inches (85 .. 9 cm)~

RftDCJe and Habitat Investigations
Some literature pertaining; to habitat invest.ig,at.ions wa·s re
viewed... otherwise this job was- inactive durinq the year •..

Movement Studies
Data collections were begun and some literature pertaining to
marking and movements studies was reviewed. No conclusions are possi
ble from the data in hand.

Experimental Sheep Transplant
An· attempt.was made to capture Dall sheep on. the Kenai Penin
sula. with the- aid of' a helicopter· and drugs- (sernyl.an· and· succinyl
choline chloride) administered with a dart syringe.. The animals,.
response to the drug_s was erratic. A total of 14 sheep were killed.
These succumbed to the foll.owing causes:. mechanical. injury 4, bloat
after capt:.ure 5, overdose of sernylan 1, overdose of succinylcboline
chl.or±de 3, exhaust-ion during. transport 1.
Two animals~· an_ aduI.t ewe and a maJ:.e lamb, were. released on
KOdiak: Island.. 'Phe- I.amb was;. si'C]bted in- alpine bab.itat: five days·

later.

- il

Problems encountered included an inadequate helicopter, bad
weather, poor response to drugs and shock. Future transplants should
await perfection of handling and capturing techniques.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Aerial surveys and ground studies should be continued as
necessary on the selected study areas in order to continue compilation
of life history and ecological data.
Aerial distribution and abundance surveys should be continued
until an inventory of Alaskan sheep populations has been completed.
An additional study area should be located in the Wrangell
Mountains, and eventually one in the Brooks Range. Thus, in conjunc
tion with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's Kenai sheep study, all
major sheep ranges in the State would be represented by sample areas
wherein populations, habitats and related facotrs could be studied
and compared.
Collection of harvest data should be continued with more
emphasis on determination of trends in trophy quality as well as in
quantity.
Examination of past and current harvest data does not indicate
the need for any important changes in sheep hunting management at the
present time.
No further Dall sheep transplants should be attempted until

suitable methods of capture and handling have been developed.
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WORK PLAN SEG.MEN'l' REPORT
FEDERAL JUD IN WILDLIFE RESTORAT-ION

STATE:

Alaska

PROJECT NO:

W-15-R-2 and 3

'rITLE:

Big Game Investigations.

WORK PLAN:

N

'l'ITLB:

Dall Sheep

JOB NO:

l

PERIOD COVERED:

January 1, 1967 to December 31, 1967

(W-15-:_R_::ll; 3,4,S,6, 7 and 8

(W-15-R-3}

OBJECTIVES
To determine the basic life history and ecology of the Dall
sheep in Alaska, including their physical characteristics, repro
duction, food habits and range relationships, population dynamics,
mortality factors, movements and general habits and behavior.

To assess the distribution and abundance of sheep in Alaska
and note major changes thereto.

To determine methods of capturing and marking sheep for
future identification.
'l'o determine and to quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate
the hunter harvest of Dall sheep.

To establish Dall sheep on Kodiak Island.
TECHNIQUES
Life History and Ecology
During three familiarization trips on foot into study areas,
binoculars and spotting scope were used to observe sheep. Pertinent
data concerning them and their habitat were recorded on printed form;:;.

-
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Available literature was re.viewed thr·oughout the year in
order to obtain a working knowledge of past research done on Dall
sheep.
Distribution and Abundance
Selected segments of sheep range were surveyed byair in the
summer and fall of 1967', utilizing a Piper PA-18-150 Supercub air
plane; both pilot and observer counted sheep.
Routes were chosen and flown so as to give maximum coverage
of· the portions of sheep habitat involved~ and all flights but
those in the. WrangeLL Mountains series were p~otted en route on
U .S ..G .s. 1:250',000 quadrangle maps ..
Sheep observed were recorded on mimeographed forms. and were
listed by group size and by sex and age classes where such c.lassi
f.ication was made.. Groups were also plotted directly o.n the maps,
giving a pictorial record of the exact route covered and the loca
tion of observed sheep along that :r.oute •.
The southeastern slope of the Wrangell Mountains from Nadina
River to Anderson Glacier was flown in a Cessna 180, a faster and
less satisfactory aircra£t for sheep counting. However, this seg
ment was intended primarily as a trend count and was presumably
comparable to a similar count made in 1.963 by the same personnel.

Flights were made to locate sheep concentrations and areas
which would be suitable for intensive, long-term studies. During
these flights, distributions were plotted and gross numbers re-·
corded without attempting classification of sheep by sex and age.
Four areas were chosen as future study sites. We then flew
more intensive surveys of two of these to classify the sheep
present and record distribution in more detail.. TWo other aerial
c.ounts were made during the rutting season to determine whether
rams could be more accurately counted at this time than during,
·other seasons .
Personnel invo-lved in these jobs- included Lyman Nichols and
.James Erickson; assigned to th.e sheep work plan; Ron Somerville and
Joe Blum of the- Lands section, who assisted in the Lake Clark survey
and one trip into Dry Creek; and Frank Jones and Bill Grif"fin, of

the Game Management staff, who conducted the w.range.11 M'8'1ia# a.jj,_
and Chisana-Nabesna. surveys. Frank J"ones also accompanied us on
our first trip into Dry Creek to show us the area where he had
previously worked on sheep.

Hunter-Harvest Information
Sheep hunters are required to obt.t-"dn a harvest ticket and
report card (Figure IV) before hunting and they must fill in the
report card after killing a sheep or after th<:~ season ends
Data
obtained from the 1967 report cards were coded and punched on IBM
cards. Desired anlyses were programmed and the cards were processed
at the university of Al ask•~ 111iLh an I.BM .360 compute.:r.
tt

Reliable conclusions based on these data are pt'>ssible only if
the data received on hunter report cards are. relial)le. A h1lnt.er wa.s
classified a resident or non-resident of Alaska on thr~ basi.s of' his
reparted address; some erroneous classifications wer:"~ undoubtedly
made.·.

. Sheep horns (165 sets) were measured at taxidermy shops in
Anchor age and Fairbanks by N.. Shanahan, L. Jennings and J °"S • Grwidy,
as well as J ..A. Erick.son and L. Nichols., ~asure-_ments of l.ong·est
.horns were compared to hunter-reported longest·-horn measureme:cts of
the sanie animals in an attempt to evaluate reliablity of hun.b."r·-·
reported measurements.
Hunters and guides were often questioned about sheep; some
ideas of availability·, hunting pressure, regional harvest, etG.,
\'rere obta.ined •

Past reports by L.J .. Palmer and R oF. Scott, of the U .. S .. F'icrb
and Wildlife Service, for the 1939-1941 and 1949-1.956 J:--ieriods ..
re·spectively, we.re rev·iewed for data pertinent to thfc~ object iv..~s of
this job.
Patricia M.. Crow,. with the help of Jean McCoy, wa..s responsi1llf.:>.
for the operation of the harvest ticket system. until the complet:~o'.1.
of the computer analyses.

Range and Habitat

(Inactive.)
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I~tiqatio.n,

Movement Studies
Periodic aerial observations were made of sheep in the
Chugach Range adjacent to Anchorage, and their distribution during
transitional movements f:r;om summer to winter ranges was mapped.
These flights and others in d.ifferent. a.re:a.s yielded information
about ram movements before, during and after the supposed rutting
period.
A partial review of capture and marking methods was initiated
as was a review of t:he movements of Dall sheep.

We were directed to capture "up t:o 20" Dall sheep on the Kenai
Nat. ional Moose Range and transplant these to ~diak Island~ We~
decided to rel.ease them on the Kodiak National Wild1 ife Refuge since
::::uch a program was already covered by a.n a.greeilli;!nt, formulated in
196'-1, between the Department of Fish and Game and the U.S. Bureau of
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife ..
At the request of the Kenai Moose Range manager, capturing
attempts were kept to the south of t.hE-~ Killey Rivc:r:·.
Suitable
t£.rrain and sheep herds were found in the vicinity of Green I,ake,
near the foot of Tustumena Glacier. 'rhe lake itself provided a
base of operations accessible to float plane transportation.

It. was decided to capture the sheep during the summer when
they should be in t.hf.)ir best physical condition, and when the
Kodiak habitat should be in the bE?.St condition to receive them,
thus enabling them to become well acclimatized before winter.
TlK;
capturing phase of the transplant was therefore restricted to the
period between ,July l, 1.967, when funds became available, and
August 10, when tht:~ Bheep huntin9 season opened. We were dir.:ectBd

to cease operations. no later than

Au,z:p.1st

7, so as not to interfE!rf'

with huntinq.
The immobilization of sheep was accomplished by shooting
them with darts loaded with the dn~q t:;er nyla.n (phencyclidine hydro-·
chloride) from a C02 pow,:::red Palmc·r Cap·~·C:l"tux· Gun.
The drug a.m~ctin.e
(succinylchol ine chloride) wa1:::; D.lso Lr.. it:!d as an immobilizing aqt":mt,
while tranvet (propiopromaizine hydrochloride) was administered to
captured sheep by hand syrinqe and in ;;,;everal cases was lnchH~·..::i.'!
with sernylan in the dart, in an effort to tranquilize the animals

for ease in handling. Darts were fired at close range from a
hovering helicopter, first from a Bell G-4, which proved unsatis
factory, and later from a Bell 206A "Jet Ranger", which performed
very well.
After an animal was shot with a dart, it was left ;;1.lone until
it went down, or at least exhibited advanced ataxia, whereupon thf~
helicopter again approached and deposited the shooter as close to
the victim as possible. In most cases, it was necessary for the'
shooter to actually run down the incompletely immobilized animal
and capture it by hand, which led to some interesting chases among
the alpine boulder fields and meadows.
The captured, and oft:t;n struggling sheep was then hog-tied,
blindfolded, loaded into the helicopter, and flown rapidly back to
the shore of Green Lake where it was unloaded, allowing the heli·
copter to return for more. One or two men remained at Green Lak(~
to care for captured sheep, which were given an intramuscular in
jection of 1 cc (50 mg) of tranvet, if it seemed advisable, and
2 cc of bicillin to prevent infection. They were also kept care
fully propped up and were frequently moved in an effort to prevent
bloat. Those that could do so were encouraged to stand and wa.lk
arourid ..
A float-equipped Cessna 185 was used to carry the sheep from
Green.Lake to the town of Homer, where they were placed individuall.y
in wooden crates. The floatplane was also used to haul. fuel to the
helicopter which was left overnight at Green Lake·, and to .ferry
personnel to and from Homer where they were quartered ..
A number of sheep died during capturing operations, while er;.
route to Homer, or after arriving at Homer. Carcasses of sheep
which died in the field were brought to the Department of Fish and
Game office in Homer for necropsy, where possibl.e, and disposal.
Unfortunately, time was always pressing, and complete necropsy was
not always possible.. Results of those examinations made were re.-
corded on appropriate forms, and various biological specimt:ms were
preserved for future study.
At the end of the time period a1-loted for capturing opei:'<'ltio1'.;s.
the three surviving sheep were tagged with metal. ear tags, w:l:.d.ch lK:d
colored plastic streamers attached for ease of identif icatim1 ~
Vlood samples were taken and tested for the presence of Brucello''' .:, ,
by a representative of the U .. s. Department of Agriculture (all ~;hjW'< ·
negative reaction).
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The three animals were transported directly to the release
site in a Department Grunnnan Goose amphibian, which necessitated
tying them again. Two sheep survived this ordeal. and were placed
in the holding pen, held for 24 hours, and released. Foll.ow-up
observations were conducted by the two men who remained at the
release site for five days after the release.
Personnel involved in the transplant included: Lyman
Nichols, James Erickson, Bud Burris, and Bob Nehus (a temporary
employee), who conducted the capture and transplant phases;
Karl Schneider and Ben Ballanger, who built the release pen; and
Bud Lofstedt, owner of Kenai Air Service, who flew the jet heli
copter. In addition, variou members of the Homer staff of the
Fish and Game Department gave considerable help and moral support
in the frustrating process of trying to keep some of the dying
sheep alive.

FINDINGS
Life History and Ecology and Distribution and Abundance
General Distribution Surveys
In order to determine distribution and approximate numbers
of Dall sheep in the State, as well as to enumerate and study
trends in specific populations· of interest, a series of aerial
surveys has been started.
Eight surveys were flown during the summer and
for the purposes of determining overall populations,
butions, classifying by sex and age, noting trend in
makeup, and picking areas for detailed study.. Areas
these surveys are shown in Figure I.

fall of 1967
mapping distri
herd size and
covered by

Table I .. lists the results of these surveys by area, and
shows the dates of each, the personnel conducting each, the total
number of sheep counted in each area, and the ratios of legal rams
(those with a 3/4 or larger horn curl) and al.I. rams to total sheep
counted, and proportions of lambs to ewes, wl2re classifications
were made. Several of the flights were made with the objective
of locating study areas rather than obtaining classifications ..
On these flights the areas involved "Were closely covered for over
all sheep abundance,but classification was not attempted.
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More time and effort was expended on those surveys where
detailed classification was attempted, but for reasons which will
be discu.ssed later, such classifications may be misleading due to
inaccuracies difficult to ave.id.
The southwest slope of the Wrangell Mountains was not covered
as adequately as other sections surveyed,. but was flown over a route
similar to that of a survey conducted in 1963. Thus a comparison
in sheep counted over the same route on different years was possible.
The results of the Chisana-Nabesna portion are also shown in compar
ison with those obtained from a count conducted there in 1962.
However. more area was covered in 1967 than in 1962, so the totals
counted are not comparable, while the proportions of observed sex
and age classes may be.

Study Area Selection and Surveys
Four areas were selected as study areas, upon which further
work will be conducted.. These are shown in Figure II a and Figure
II b. At least one more area in the Wrangell Mountains will pro
bably be chosen during the coming segment.
The Dry Creek study area, on the north.slope of the Alaska
Range, includes all drainages flowing into Dry Creek. It was
formerly used for sheep research by Jones and Viereck, with some
earlier work carried out there by L.J. Palmer and R.F. Scott.
Consequently, there is a good bit of historical information avail
able which makes further study here well worthwhile.
The area includes two well-used natural mineral licks which
tend to concentrate sheep and which should be of value in planned
trapping, marking and movements studies as well as in other phases
of the investigations. Pr incipa:l work planned for this area will
be winter range. movements, ecological and behavioral studies.
The study area, as formerly and presently described, is not too
useful for examination of population dynamics and productivity
because there are no topographical features bounding it which
prevent free animal movement into and out of. it. Thus, it may be
difficult to determine the causes of observed population changes.
We will probably enlarge the area to include everything between
the Wood River and the West Fork of the Little Delta River, at
leass for aerial survey purposes. so as to be able to draw conclu
sions regarding the enclosed population.
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FIGURE I
AERIAL SHEEP DISTRIBUTION
SURVEYS. 1967

'; '•• ~. ,!_,

.•

Table I.

i

".P

General Sheep Distribution Surveys
Legal Rams as All Rams 'as
Percentage of Percentage of
Total Shee~
Total Shee~

Lambs as
Percentage
of Ewes

Total
Sheep
Counted

Area Surve,i'.ed

Dates &
Personnel

Alaska Range-Wood R.,W.Fk.
Little Delta, Healy Cr.,
Totatlanika R.,Tatlanika Cr.

6/13-14/67
Jones &
Nichols

9.0%

32.0%

25.0%

1580

Good coverage, fairly
accurate classification.

Alaska Range- Lake Clark
drainages &Twin Lakes area

6/22-28/67 10.1%
Nichols
Somervi 11 e
Blum

16.7%

9.0%

258

Good coverage,but some
areas missed due to
weather. Fairly accurate
classification.

Alaska Range-Black Rapids
area,Delta R. drainages

8/31/67
Nichols
Erickson

10.9%

322

Survey covered a limited
area on both sides of Rich
H~·Jy.Only rams classified.

Talkeetna Mts.-Southern
drainages from Moose Cr.
to Caribou Cr.

9/14-15/67
Nichols
Eric ks on

1198

Good coverage for total
but no attempt to classify.

Talkeetna Mts.-Sheep Mt.
closed area

9/15/67
Nichols
Erickson

Talkeetna Mts.-Watana Cr.
drainages

9/8/67
Nichols
Erickson

Wrangell Mts.-southwest
slope from Nadina R. to
Anderson Glacier

8/3-4/67

p
I

Wrangell Mts.-southwest
slope from Nadina R. to
Ander~on Glacier

7.1%

49%

84

220

7.2%

8/63

11

A&/

...., .. U10

Good coverage for total;
classified rams only
Good coverage for total,
but no attempt to classify.

20.6%

39.0%

1119

Poor coverage,a trend
count only.Classification
accuracy unknown.

29.1%

47.5%

1210

Comparable to 1967

Jones

.Jone!'

Remarks

count~

Table L General Sheep Distribution Surveys(cantinued)

Area Surveyed

Personnel

lega"J Rams as All Rams as
Percentage of P.en:entage of
Tota1 Sheep
rotal Sheep

Wran9ell-Jiutzotin Mts.
Chisana/Nabesna areas

8/5-7/67

12.2%

Dates &

Jones

25.4%

lambs as
Percentage
of Ewes

Total

Counted

Reuarks

35.6%

2129

Good coverage for total;
fairly accurc:.te c h.ss i

Sheep

Griffin

Wrange11 -Nu tzot i 11 Mts .
Chisana/Nabesna areas

Jones

Chugach Mts~-Kn1k R. to
Turnaga in Arm

7/ll-14/67
Nichols

7/14-17/62

fication.

12.6%

27.61

48~

1%

1298

8.2%

16.8%

15.2%

868

Erickson

Less .coverage than in 1967,
Good coverage for totals
fairly accurate classi
ficati 011.

TOTAL COUNTED IN 1967

= 7578

~

-

\

~

"

"'ti\

,~,I\
}\\

•k

I I

....

...,•

..;:..;

Poin,

roufssro~

,-:-··

10

::'
\_

11

..

Table II.
Dates &
Personnel

Area Counted

I•

Aerial Classification Counts, Selected Study Areas
Young
Rams

--

Wood River
drainages only

6/13-14/67
Jones
Nichols

79

Dry Creek
drainages only

6/13-14/67
Jones
Nichols

35

Ory Creek
drainages only

9/21/67
Nichols
Erickson

Boulder Creek
drainc.ges only

9/15/67
Nichols
Erickson

Boulder Creek
drainages only

10/20/67
Nichols
Erickson

Eagle River
Peters Creek
',rea
Eagle Rl VE:'[
Pet<:'<S

P.rea

Creek



Nl c;no ! s
.r:.

'
r- ~

'
C.KSCHl

97

{ls. 5%) 0:
32
(6.5%)

Unclas.
Rams
127

45

13

3

15
(3. 8%)

7/11-14/6'7 23
Nichols
Erickson

10/l9iS7

legal
Rams

..,
~

4

20
{6.7%)

8
t;:"{\
(7. ,,._,,

2

Total
Rams

Ewes

lambs

296
(42. 2%)~';

249

112
(22. 7%)

281

73
(26.0%)

109

33
(30. 3%)

13
(3. 5%)

58

Yrlgs.

Un id.

-Total

5

19

627

Good coverage
fairly accura
t-e c 1ass i f i ca·
ti on.

3

25

494

Good coverage
fairly accura
te classifica·
ti on.

221

376

Good coverage:
fair to poor
classif icatior
accuracy

453

453

Good coverage.
no classifica·
ti on.

3l5

392

Good coverage;
poor classifi
cation accura
cy due to sno\
conditions.

205

298

Good coverage;
poor c 1ass if i ·
cat ion accura
cy.

61

107

Poor coverage
and classific
at ion . accura
cy due to snov
condition:;.

{23 • 3%)o':o':

22
(5. 6%)

43

43
( 14.4%)

28

13
( 12. 1%)

28

12

(27. <!'lo)

22
(78. 6%)

5
(17.8%)

Remarks

Table II.

Area Counted

Dates &
Personnel

Eagle River Peters Creek
Area

11/7/67
Nichols
Erickson

Eagle River ~
Peters Creek
Area
Wrangel 1 Mts.
Dad i na R. to
Kluvesna R.

-

Young
Rams

Aerial Classification Counts, Selected Study Areas (continued)
Legal
Rams

--

-

5

21
(12.4%)

11/29/67
Nichols
Erickson

14

I 1/30/67
12/1/67
Nichols
Erickson

27

11

(8.0%)

48
(15.9%)

Unclas.
Rams

Total
Rams

-

Ewes

-Lambs

26
(15. 4%)

25

( 18. 1%)

44

5
(11.4%)

75

y!:..!.9. s.

Un id.

Total

143

169

Poor coverage for
total; ram classifica
tion only.

6J;'dd<

138

Poor coverage for
total; very good ram
classification
accuracy.

227~'d:;';

302

Poor coverage for
total; very good ram
classification accura
cy.

{24. 8%)

I-'

w

.I. :

";.r;;:,-;

;hn': 11

Remarks

Figures in parentheses show ratios of Iegci 1 rams and total rams to total sheep counted.
Figures in parentheses show ratios of lambs to ewes class if led.
Un i dent i f i ed 11 includes only ewes, lambs and very young rams, but no Identifiable rams,

· · · · · - - - · - · · · · · · · · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·--·--···----··

Two aerial surveys of Dry Creek were conducted aift.hl§ the
year: one in early June as part of an overall survey of sheep
between Healy Creek and the West Fork of the Little Delta, and
the other, a distribution survey only, in September of Dry Creek
alone. The results of these surveys are shown in Table II.
Although Wood River is not yet included in the study area,. the
results of the aerial survey covering its drainages are also
shown in the table.
A two-day ground classification count was made in Dry
Creek in eary June,. and another in September.
The area was
partially covered by personnel on foot during each count .. and
sheep were examined through binoculars and spotting scope for
identification. Each observation, whether of one sheep or a
group,.was listed on an observation form -designed for the purpose
(see Figure III) , along with other pertinent information. Gross
results of the counts are shown in Table III. Analysis of other
information recorded on these forms has not yet been attempted
due to the limited data obtained during these two trips. It will
be included with future data in analysis after a meaningful
amount has been collected.
Another study area, consisting of all drainages of Boulder
Creek, in the southern Talkeetna Mountains, was selected primar
ily for aerial herd composition studies. This area receives
heavy hunting pressure and contains a large number of sheep for
its size. Thus, it should yield i~formation on the effects of
such pressure on herd composition and size. It was also covered
previously by Scott's aerial surveys, so some comparative data
are already available on populations as well as on hunter harvest ..
This area, like Dry Creek, is not well bounded topographi
cally, and may have to be enlarged in the future after something
is learned of sheep movements here in order to obtain valid popu
lation information.
Two surveys of this area were flown, the results of which
are also listed in Table II. The first was part of the general
coverage of the southern Talkeetnas, when no classification was
attempted. The second was in mid-October and cl.assification was
tried, but snow conditions made it so difficult to determine sex
and age class that results were poor.
A third area selected for further study includes the moun
tains surrounding Watana Creek, which are isolated from surro:l!lltid
ing sheep habitat by topography and distance. This area,. almost
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al1- of which is alpine habitat of a type well suited to aerial
survey, should be especially valuable for observing population
chanqes and interpreting the causes thereof,, since it appears
unl.ikely that a.ny significant egress or infl.ux of sheep would
occur.. Although this habitat sample is quite large in size, it
appears to be relatively acc~ssible by foot travel for periodic
checks of sheep and factors relating to them.

One aerial survey was made here during the segment, and
this to count overall numbers, only. Results are shown in
Table 1.
The fourth area sel.ected lies between Eagl.e River and
Eklutna Lake in the Chugach Mountains, and include:s the entire
Peters Creek drainage.. Some past data on populations and hunter
harvests here are available through Scott's reports; the area is
well bounded by deep river valleys and glaciers which semi
isolate its sheep herds; i t contains several natu?l mineral
licks with attenda.nt concentrations of sheep and which should be
helpful during trapping attempts; and i t is close to Anchorage
with reasonably good access by air. It should be particularly
useful as a testing ground for a.eria1 survey and capturi119
methods due to its availability,. as wel.l as being a suitable
area for movements, herd dynamics, huntinq effects, behavioral
and general ecol.ogical studies.
Four aerial surveys were conducted here and the results
are listed in Tabl.e II.
Discussion: Surveys conducted during thi.s segment were
preliminary, and personnel, for the most part, were inexperienC(.!d.
Emphasis was on developing techniques,. gaining experience and lea.:.r:~1.
in9 the limitations of the methods employed as well as on learning
the country and actually counting and classifying sheep. We feel
that. much of the· data obtained, other than those concerning gross
numbers and distributions, may be misleading and subject to er
roneous interpretation if taken at face value. The resul.ts of
the summer and early fall classification counts made, though l.lste:d
in Tables I, II, and III, should not be accepted as very accurate
nor should other than very general concl.usions re~arding sex and
age compositions of· the various herds be drawn.
1,

It is well understood that weather,. turbulence, 1.ight
conditions, terrain and snow cover directly affect the a.ccuracy
of any aerial-big game count. These factors, therefore, must
be as nearly optimum: as possible before even, minimum accuracy
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Furthermore, the ani.ma_l species involved must
lend itself to-aerial observation ..

can be expected..

Dal.1.. sheep .. being white against a green or brownish back
ground in summer, and living almost exclusively in open, alpine
habitat; are one of the easiest species to see from the air and
so are well suited to this form of enumeration. They have been
so- counted and classified for many· years and these classifications
have been generally considered accurate for just this reason.

When counting conditions are good and routes are carefully
chosen and flown., very good accuracy may be obtained on total
counts.. 'ro be sure, an unknown percentage of anima.ls is missed,
but this percentage is probably quite small when conditions are
ideal. Less careful coverage will, natura.11,y, increase- the
percentage of missed animals by an unknown amount, and so will
decrease the value of interpretations based on these counts ..
Classification by sex and age groupings during summe·r
surveys is conside-rably more dif ficul_t than. total. counts because
of the difficul.ty in dif ferentia:t:inq between ewes a.nd youngrams, ewes and yearlings and even ewes and lambs. '!'his is
particul.arl.y true when groups of sheep bunch up as they ofte.n
do when approached closely enough by plane to enable accurate
determination of sex or age. Consequently~ it has been the
custom on aerial surveys to classify sheep as "rams", "yearlings"
and "lambs... when these classes are obvious, with others lumped
as "ewes and mixed young animals" or ••unidentified". Rams
usually are further classified by estimated curl of their horns;
we have been using "'legal" (3/4 curl or larger) or "sub-legal"
as criteria..
This method of classification leads to bias in favor of
those animals more easily identified such as "'legal. rams" and
"lambsn-, whi.ch are obvious. when observed. The more difficult
to identify young rams and yea.rling:s may not be seen as sucl1
and are then lumped in the '"ewe and mixed young.. class.. Thus,
observed percentages of rams may indicate. a_ fairly accurate
proportion of legal rams to total sheep seen (offset to an un
known amount by the fact that larger rams seem to 1nhabit rougher
habitat in the summer and so are more easi.ly missed al together)
while the proportions of younger rams and total rams to total
sheep seen are below _the true value by an unknown amount. The
observed proportions of-lambs andyearl.ing:s to ewes are likewise
lower than is actual1y the case.

-l8-

This may be ill.ustra ted by comparing resul t.s of the June.
aerial survey of Dry Creek, for example, with those of the ground ..
classification conducted there a few days earlier.. The observed.
proportion of lambs to ewes was 35.4% on the ground coun.t but
only 26.0% on the aerial count. At the same time, the propor
tions of yearlings to ewes were observed at 11..4% and 1 .. 1% from
ground and air, respectively. Classification from the ground
is more accurate than from the. air, and should reveal. more nearly
correct proportions providing an adequate sample is examined ..
Two aerial surveys were flown in late November and early
December during the rutting season in order to see whether more
accurate proportions of rams could be determined than in the
summer when rams remain segregated from ewes. During both of
these surveys, totals of each group seen were counted,. then
careful classification of all rams in the group was made by
making repeated low, slow passes until we were satisfied with the
accuracy. The relatively pure white background of heavy snow
at this season aided considerably in that rams' horns were much
better defined than against a da.rker, summer background.. rt. was
possible to classify rams as such down to two-year-olds in most
cases, and differentiation between legal and sub-lega.l animals
was simplified because horn tips were easily visible.
Rams were found to be well distributed among the ewe·
bands, with few bunches of ewes observed without rams and few
rams seen ·unaccompanied by ewes. We fee 1 that we got a more ade-·
quate and random sample of animals at this time than· in
summer,
as well as a much more accurate classification by sex.

the

Results of these two surveys, one in the Eagle River
Peters Creek study area, and one in a randomly-picked section of
the southwest sl.ope of the Wrangell MOuntains, are l.isted in
Tabl.e II. Comparison of the results of the ram count in Hagle
River-Peters Creek with those of previous counts there shows
higher percentages of legal and total rams seen during the rut.
This difference is. particularly noteworthy when comparing the
July count, which was made under nearly .. ideal" conditions, with
the winter count, made after a number of legal rams had been
removed by hunting and which must have been present in July •.
Actual percentages of legal and. total rams must have been even
higher prior to the hunting· season than observed in November ..
Differences in observed proportions of rams a:c:e even more
striking when comparing the findings of. the winter count in the
Wrangells with those of the summer count there,. although. the summer
count did include a larger sample of sheep.
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'!'he p<i)int. is that :it does~ not:: seem practicable, nor perhaps
possible to obtain accurate clas!o>-.ifications. by sex and. age from
any one aerial survey. When a. general survey is mad.e .in t.he summer
---the best time in whi.ch to obtain estimates of. tota:_l numbers
and distributi.on---an accurate picture of :ram abundance and
yearling survival is generally· not obtained, nor is time usually
available to stay with each group of ardmals long enough to
accurately count even .lambs.. 'l'hus, distribution and abundance
sul;veys, where large areas are to be covered in limited time,
should be confined to a careful search for total numbers and herd
di.stribution, only. .A.ddit.ional tin1e taken for partial classifi
cation is wasted f.o.r the. most part, since the degree C)f accuracy
cannot be determined.
Classified aerial counts of sample areas,. ·such as our
study areas, made at the time whet:i: each segnu:!nt of the population
is most readily identified and observed, and carefully conducted
for best possible accurac.."Y ,. should yield the best· picture of herd
co•nposition by sex and a9e class. Counts in late spring, but
before lambing season, should be t1ade to determ.ine lamb surviv<:.tl
to yearling class. Counts after m:i.d-,June should be directed
towards enumerat:Lnc;J lambs and total numbers on the sample area,
and. rutting season counts shoul.d give ram proportions. Comparison
of the findings ca.n then be· made in order to conq::mte composition
f'or the given area with a rca.son.ablE-~ degree cf accuracy,.
Ground surveys,, such as the prel..im.inary onr.;!s made during
this segment, make possible vic?:ry careful cla.ssifica tion of
animals seen, and arc=: valuable in checking accuracy of aerial
counts if. sufficient numbt~rs are encountered.. The pro11lem here
is in obtaining an adequate sample. in. a .given time. Sun.reys
on foot of sheep and their habitat are, of course; necessary in
order to obtain ecological :info:cmation of all types, and ::>hou.ld
be conducted at every opportunity within. the study areas~
More work is needed in r>rder to test the suggest;:::d sc:a sonal
aerial counts before final metho(ls of herd ela.ssification <:~re
decided upon..
Further surve:ys will also be needed in ordo;;!r to
resolve study area boundaries. ~i:'his work is planned during
the next segment along with mon~ intensive~ life history and
ecological studies.

-:,;o....

Hunter Harvest Information
General Summary of 1967 Harvest Statistics
The reported issue of sheep harvest tickets for 1967 was 7050, but
only 2777, or 39% of ticket holders reported that they hunted. Of these,
915, or 33%, killed a sheep. A few less than 3375 ticket holders did not
hunt. About 900 ticket holders did not report at all prior to computer
analyses in December. letters were sent on 8 November 1967 to remind
3172 delinquent ticket holders to send in their report cards (Figure IV).
Approximately 87% of the 7050 tickets issued had been returned by 8 Decem
ber 1967 when the data were readied for computer analyses. By 15 January
1968, after most of this report had been prepared, 195 additional tickets
had been received, bringing the overall return to 90%. In this 1ate re
turn there were 66 hunters (34% of 195) of whom 7 (11% of 66) were success
ful. The total reported harvest to 15 January 1968 was 922 rams for the
1967 .season. The reported kills of sheep for 1962 through 1967 are shown
in Table IV. (See "Alaska Game Management Units, 1967-68 Edition 1' published
by Alaska Department of Fish and Game,, Juneau.)
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Figure IV.

The 1967 Sheep Hunting Report Card.

t967

No. A -

8952" ,.,

NON-TRA.HSFDA.81.1 ·

SHEEP HUITING REPORT
• --
-• HUNTED SHEEP

0 YES

0 NO

•- LOCALITY HUNTED.---~------ - - 

.- • SHEEP KILLED

D YES

0 HO

• DATE SHEEP KILLED__l____l_1967
MO.

n&-;.

• LENGTH OF LONGEST _HORN
• KILLED IN GAME MGMT
UNIT-----------------------·
. • NO. OF DAYS HUNTED UNTIL SHEEP
KILLED OR UNTIL HUNT EMDS.--~--THIS- REPORT MUST JlE Fill.ED OUT AND MAILED
WITHIN IS DAYS If YOUKtl.L A SH~IP;. OR Wf"fHtN
SO DAY$ AFTER C:LQ51 OF SEASON IF YOU DID NOT
OI. HUNTED nur WERE UMSUCC1$$1UL

auwr.
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Table IV.

Reported kill of Dall sheep rams in Game Management Units for
the years 1962 through 1967 in Alaska.

Game Mgmt.Unit

1962**

7

15
0
117

9
11

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

25

8
2
151
128

22

18
0
·izs

21

l

131
149
132

15

92
107
99
35

16

4

17
19
20
21*
.22*
23
24
25

9
24
74

27
157

26
20
12
26
182

0

0

2

0

0
20

2

12
13
14

7

38
12
28

26
?

6

TOTAL

667

156
67

110

43
15
1

970***

143
62
35
16
11

130
154
49

48
6
9

6

149
165
152
72
47
4
7

44

66

165
3
0
11

148

132

l

48

20
41

19

38

26

35

4

13

18

0
1
14
24
30
37
6

919***

885

955

915 f

15
57

52
23
83
1

0
131
141

43

0
13
47

* Very doubtful that any sheep exist in Units 21 and 22; probably incorrect
reporting by hunters.

** 1962 was first year of harvest ticket regulation. Coverage is known to
have been incomplete.

*** Includes at least 17 second sheep legal in Brooks Range in 1963 and 1964.

*Reported kill

by

8 December 1967.
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Quantity and Quality Considerations, 1967 and Previous Years _
Table V shows in more meaningful tenns than Table IV the or1grns of
More specific localities than these are
available through hunter reports, but in many ways are unusable because sample
sizes are too small.
the sheep that were killed in 1967.

Figure V and Table IV show that the reported harvest has not changed
(The 1962 coverage of the harvest tickets was
known to be incomplete.) The changes in the number of harvest tickets ·issued
and non-resident tags sold (Fig. VI) over the past five years are not well
correlated with the number of hunters or with the kill of s.heep. Robert A.
Rausch, Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Fairbanks, has pointed out (pers
onal communication) that one hypothesis for explaining the relatively unchang
ing kill is that a stabl2 number of cons·istent'ly success.ful residents and a
slowly increasing number of non-residents. a high percentage of whom are
successful, are responsible for a majority of the kill each year. The fl1Jct
uation in hunter numbers is then largely a result of the variation in the
numbers of mostly inexperienced, mostly unsuccessful, huriter.s. It is hoped
that parts of this hypothesis can be tested soon. The kfl1 s of sheep and
number of hunters are similar for 1964 and 1967 as seen in figure v. The
autumns of both 1964 and 1967 were times when many people were preoccupied
with the impacts of natural disasters in Alaska. The extent to which these
disasters affected the numbers of hunters will remain largely unknown.
much s i nee the 1963 season.

Resident hunters as a group are less successful than non-residents
(Table V). Non-residents are required to be "guided" on a sheep hunt whereas
residents are almost always "unguided".
Table V shows the distribution of hunting pressure in absolute tenns.
The areas of sheep habitats and the numbers of sheep present are needed be
fore hunting pressure can be put in meaningful rE'~lative terms. A partial
picture of hunting pressure relative to sheep numbers is given in Tables VI
and VI I.
Scott (1951) presented data concerned with a sheep hunt in the western
Chugach and southern Ta1keetna Mountains in 1951. .l\ compari.son of these data
with the data from the 1967 season in the same area is shown in Table VI.
Several areas hunted in 1967 were closed in 1951 and are ind"icated as
such in the Table. In 1949, the entire Territory was closed to sheep hunting.
In 1950, 20 pennits were issued for three-quarter curl rams in specified areas
of the Chugach Mountains west of Nelchina Glacier and 20 in the southern
Talkeetna Mountains. The 1951 season was open to an unli'mited number of free
permits for three-quarter curl rams in the Chugach and Talkeetna areas described
above. It seems likely that thf;re were proportionally more legal rams in the
1951 populations than in the 1967 populations because of closures and restric
tions prior to the 1951 hunt.
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Table V.

Reported ki.11 of Dall sheep- rams~ numbers of hunters. and success. 8lf
hunters for eight mountain areas in Alaska~ 1967.

AREA

NON-RESIDENTS.
RESIDENTS
ALL HUNTERS
Success
Kill
No.
Success
Success
Ki
11
No.
Kill No.
Hunters
Hunters
Hunters
68

358

19%

56

335

17%

12

23

52%

115

521

22%

67

455

15%

48

66.

73%.

84
TalkeetnaChulitna Mtns.Watana Cr. Hills

272

31%

50

224

22%

34

48

71%

Wrangell-Men
tasta-Nutzotin
Mtns .

315

609

52%

152

417

36%

163

192

85%

Alaska Range E. 120
of McKinley PL

310

39%

73

231

32%

47

79

59'l

65

97

67%

27

47

52%

38

50

76%

8

23

35%

4

17

24%

4

6

67%

Brooks Range

105

156

67%

56

. 100

56%

49

56

88$

Unknown Mtns.
(Codes 0610,

35

431

8%

18

381

5%

l7

50

34%

915

2777

33%

503

2207

23%

412

570

721.

Kenai Mountains
Chugach Range

.

Alaska Range W.
of McKinley Pk.
Tanana Hi 11 sWhite Mtns .

1310, 1410,2010,
2110 ,2210 ,2710)

All of Alaska
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Figure V.

Number of hunters, kill of sheep, and percent of hunters successful, 1962 through 1967, Alaska.
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Figure VI,

Issue of sheep harvest tickets and sale of sheep tags to non-residents, 1962-1967, Alaska,
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SCott 0951} estimated the 1951 sheep population tn the Chugach Range
a.djac:ent to A.ncllorage,. ta be 505, based upo-n a direct count of 446 from a
165 hp. Stinson atrplane. He assumed that he had seenfrom10 ta lOO'I of
the sneep:,. depending, on the: drainage he was. in.. Lyman Nichols and I counted
868 s-heep in the same- area:,. H--14 July 1961,. w:ith. a-150 hp. Supercub airplane.
The 868 is considered- a minimum estimate;. we have no quanti tattve base for
expanding_ it_ (Scott's 1951 expansion of 446 to 505' was appare.ntly purely
subjective,. and in most cas~- consisted of rounding up to the next highest
10 or 5fi)

Table VI.

Comparison of 1951 and 1967 sheep seasons in the Chugach •
Talteetna
Mountains, Alaska. T95T-data from Scott (l95l}~
.·

AREAS

Crow Pass,Ship Cr.
Eagle River

Na-. of Hunters-*

Rams KiHoo

1951

1951

(Closed)

Peters Creek

31

Eklutna River

(Closed)

1967
1Z8

1967

13

17

l5

21
131

4

50'

19
Tl

14

Goat Creek and
Knik R. (1951}

**

55

47

2

11

Wolverine Cr.

T2

n

3

0

Carpenter Cr.

17

1

2

0.

9

2

l

2

Knik R. ,Pioneer Pk.
Friday Cr. and
Lake George (1967)

Carbon Cr.

t!t

0

-:ll\-

0

,_. .·. '>.~.'.' .,;<~-;.~: •.:.:_;~::' .. !·

;)l'lil> -
,.::::'._.';,

Coa 1 Cr.
Upper Ma:tanuska R.

HJ

1

0

5

5

26

0

15

__

100

,;.

' .3

71

-' .' ''"'·'·
·rbf

58

Other

___Q_

WESTERN CHUGACH TOTALS

145

37'4

23

68

·-~

18

Moose Creek

3

0

0

0

0

0

Eska Cr.-Granite Cr.

3

2

2

l

67"'

50

66

83

43

32'

:65--·

39

52

54

19

7

. ,.3:7

13

64

40

. 52.

29

_Q

;

Chickaloon River-

Boulder Creek
Hicks Cr.-Caribou Cr.
Alfred Cr.-Pinochle Cr.

SOUTHERN TALKEETNA
TOTALS

* Overall
**

124

139

'!

.•

totals are about 15$ non-resident in 1967 ~ about 2i non-re:s.f4ent in 1950.

Similar areas

:
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Table VU ·

Estimates of sheep numbers •. 1951 and 1%7,., Western Chugach and Southern
Ta l keetna Mountains ,. A1aska. l 949-195l
1961
1949-51
1951
BEST COUNT &
·------BES=:
~T_C=O'--'UN'_._f_. _ _ _DATE
ES11MA1E M.HI •. ESH'4ATE___MT~-----·-··

Crow Creek
Bird Creek

14

1

1l July 67

Jan.51

10

11

ll July 67

14 Jan.50

20:

15

11 July 67

Falls Creek

2

l1 July 67

Campbell

1

n

7

Intf-tan Creek

18

Cr~

July 67

Ship Cree.k

57

14 Jan.50

60

165

Eagle Lake

12

14 Jan.50

12

13

Eagle River

81

20 Dec~50

85

108

Peters Creek

125

g July 50

12.5

.22'9

Ekfot:'.a River

61

9 July 50.

75

161

Knik River

32

40

95

14 July 67

Hunter Creek

47'

50

51

14 ,July 67

16

14 Ju1y 67

18 May 49

9 July 50

Big Timber Cr.-l.George
WESTERN CHU6ACH

446

505

868

11-12 July 67
12 July 67

12-13 July 67

"13 July 67
13-l4 July 67

Eska Creek

24

15 Jan •. 51

25

1:3

20 Dct.67

Granite Cr.

31

15 Jan.51

3"!

l1

'14

39

15 Jan.51

40

19

14 Sept.67

63

14 Sept.67

Red Mtn .. -Youog

Cr~

Kings Ri. ver

Sl~pt.67

Chidaloon Rive.r

142

15-16 Jan.ST

l75

272

14 Sept . 67

Boulder Creek

lOZ

15 Jan.51

115

374

15 Sept. &7'

28

15 ,Jan.51

30

56

Anthraci. te Ridge
Hicks Creek

73

Ptmchle Creek

23

16 Jan.51

25

Cartbou Creek

87

16 Jan.51

100

Alfred Creek

2(J

l& ,Jan "51

25

57

Hi Jan •. 51

60

SOOI'HERtt TJ.ltKEEJNA

l4 Sept. 6i'

626

553
-30-·

321

14 Sept.6'7

15 Sept •. 67

Hunter effort appears to be a poor REans af estimating availability af
harves·table sheep,. ma.inly because hunters. are not distributed randaJBly fn
sheep habitat,. but also because hunters l efficienci·es dfffer from area to
area and probably from year to year within areas. Accessible areas close
to urban centers probably attract the less. efficient hunters,. while less
accessible (physically and monetarily} areas,. far from urban centers are.
hunted by more efficient hunters. It appears. that aerial classification;
of sex ratio and ram size is a better nEtbod of estimating availability of
harvestable sheep( see discussion,. p.23 ,. this report}.

Year-to-year.. area-to-area .. and long-tenn c.001>arisons of hom size:
and hunter effort are hampered by poor sampling teclmique. The help of a·
qualified statistida.n is needed to design a system of gathering, data to
which valid statistical tests can be applied to show if horn quanti·ty
(trophy quality) and hunting effort are changing.
Most people expect that horns which hunters take to taxidenqy shops
for mounting would be larger than average,, or biased toward the "trophy"
heads. Present data indicate that it is not true in most cases. Table
VIII
shows the distribution of curl sizes fur horns at taxidenqv shops.
These curl estimations are subjective, ocular estimates.

The reliability of the horn measurements made by hunters appears to be
good {Tab1e IX); a 1though most samples are sma n • For l 00 sets of boms
measured by hunters and by ADf&G personnel, the mean differenc:e was O.. !J inches
inches; the hunters ' measurements were 1a.rger. Quantitative i nfonniltfon
on shrinkage of homs is needed because most hunters measure sheep horns
shortly after the sheep was killed and the measurements at taxidenqy shops
are rede after one, to seven weeks of drying bas oc.curred.. Probably there
is a bias toward larger horns in the guided-hunt reports from. Scott {1951)
in TJble IX.

·

Tables X and XI show the time required to kill a sheep and the length
of the longest horn for various game management units and residency Classes.
Where re.latively large samples are. available they indicate that most
successful hunters killed a sheep after hunting three or four days while- a
few required five,. six or ioore days. Scott {1951} indicated that of 84
suc.cessful hunters in the 1951 permit hunt in the Chugacb and Talteetna
Mountains, 46% spent one day, 17% two days, 11% three days,. 101 fat.tr days,.
11% five days, and 6% six to nine days for an overall mean, of· 2.48 or
two days (rounded as the computer-analysed 1967' data were). The 1967 figures
for 65 resident hunters in Unit 13 {parts of Chugach and Talteetna l)t)untains
but not strictly the same as area in 1951) were 30% one day,. lli nm days,.

17% three days,. l4i four days,

~

five days and 23% six to 15 days for an

overall rounded mean of four days. The variability in the reported time
required to kill a sheep is much greater in 1967 than in 1951.
From Table IX the mean- difference for 100 compared measurements of
the. same horns was 0~9 inches (2'.3 cm); the hunters• mea.sureEnts exceeded
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those of ADf&.6 personneL If this mean difference of 0.9' inches is. sut>
trac:ted front the. over-an mean of 83t1 bunter-reported lengths of longest
hom.,, 33.4 tnches (84~9 an} from Iahla X.,,. the res.ult is 32:.5 inches~ Again
from lab.le IX tbe meaR length of:.
hienr5r meaSUl'etl by ADf&G. at taxidermy

I•

shops was 32: .. 7 incites., lhe adjusted hunter measurements are only O•. Z inch
(0.5 aaj, different fnllJl, tRese obfaiae4 a:t taxidermy shops in 19&7.

Table VIII.

Distributi'on of curl sizes as estimated by ADF&G personnel at
taxidermy shops. for sheep killed in tne 1967 season, Alaska ..

PERCENT OF SAMPLE WITH HORH CURL
l/2+

AREA

210~*

3/4240°

3/4
2.1Cl

0

3/4+

4/4-

300"

.330°

4/4

360°
----·

4/4+

390<)+

Kenai: Mountains

(15)**

0

13

27

33

13

7

7

Owgach Range

(23)

0

9

17

35

17·

13

9

{14)

0

14

7

21

21'

28

7

Vlrange1l-Hentasta-·
(44)
Nutzoti n Mtns.

2

2

4.

38

14

9

30

Unknown Mtns.

4

14

9

32

9

23

9

Ialkeetna-thulitna
Mtns.-Wat:ana Cr..
Hills

'

*

(22}

-

Approximate degrees of a circle described by the outer curl of the. horn.

** N.umbers in parenthese.s are sample sizes.
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Table IX.. Mean length of lor.gest horn as measut:ed by AnF&G ar;d mean lengths
ar~d difference in lengths of the same hon.s as m'2asured by hunters ar:d the;.1
by ADF&G at taxidermy sho~s. Sheep were killed in v.:;rious wountain ranges,
19S7 season, Alaska. Horn-length data frow. Scott (1951) are included for
coc?arison.
Length of
Guided Hunt Rpts.
Lo:.gest Horn, 1967
Hunters 1 }iean 1951 and before
Measured
Diffcreuce
from Scott (1951)
_ -·~· _-· __ !.i_ ____ n__ ·-~-· ,(c.:_m) ~ _. JipJ __ . . _»y__ .. ··~·-· __ (_i,.1)__ , _______ li,.n)_~ --~~I!_~.
Mea;.~

Arca

Ker;c'.l i Ht ns.

(15)
(12)

Chugach Range

f24)

(23)

80.7

31.8

ADF&C

79.5
83.6

31.3

ADF&G

32.9

Hunter

33.9

33.0

ADF&G

82.8

32.6

84.6

33.3

AnF&G
Hunter

82.8

32.6

ADF&G

83.7
87.5

33.1
34.4

ADF&G

82.9

32.6

ADF&G

8L~.

86.4

33.1
34.0

ADF&G
Hunter

84.3

33.2

ADF&G

82.9
82.3

32.6
32.4

ADF&G

34.5

(50)

31.2

(16)

34.8

(38)

35.7

(25)

34.7

(50)

34.9

(50)

·-1. 6

:-0. 7

Talkeet.1a

Chul it;la. MtilS.
~\·at<::na Creek

(14)

Hill:>
(12)

·:-1.3

Hunter

Wra:1gell

Hc;:itasta-Nutzotin
(49)
Mtns.
(4~)

Alaska Range
East of
McKbley Park

(16)
(9)

l

:-0. 9

-0.2

Hunter

Alaska Rauge West
of HcKir.ley Park
Unknown Mountains

(27)

84.0

33.1

ADF&G

Total

+0.9

100

32.7
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Table X. Mean number of days hunted by successful and unsuccessflll hunters and
mean length of longest horn as reported by hunters.~ 1967 season, Alaska.

-

- ~~-ltean

Game
Mgmt.

Ito~--

Days--Hiln.'tea____

Until Successful
Rounded to Nearest Day·

Hean___io.--oays Hunted

Mean

By Unsuccessfuls
Round€d to Nearest Day

_Un~i~t**~-~ --~-~~ iEe_n_t_s_______ N'!'~-Re~.._ .---~~~si_<!_.~~_nt~-~-~!fpn_-Res.

l-er;g1t;-·~--·- ·~--

longest Horn
{Inches)

__
Res_ident~ -~~~-~~-£12.-:Re~-·

3 (16)*

3

(4)

lt (103)

"

(2)

32.4 (13)

34.8

(4)

3 (36)

3

(8)

5 (108)

6

_(9)

3Z.O (34)

32. 0

(8)

9

2

(2)

s

(If)

3Sw4

26.9

(4)

16

10

(1)

5

(3)

33.8

(3)

17

3

(2)

5

(5)

2

(1)

32.8

(S)

19

3 (22}

6 (26)

6

{lo}

7 (9}

35.0 (22)

36.o (22)

ll

4 (66}

,. (74)

5

(61)

& (lo)

34.6 (66)

33 .9 (72}

l2

3 (77)

4 {78)

It (128)

IO (12)

33.lt (7lt)

33.4 (81)

13

" (65)

J,

(75}

s (180)

6

(lt)

Jl.5 (63)

J-4. l (76)

t lt

4 (55)

4 (14)

-'t (288)

7 (1 lf)

32.5 (52)

33.0 (l t)

20

3 (76)

5 (50)

4 (141)

8 (30)

33.-'t (73)

34.2 (48)

23

3 (l 3)

2

(t)

5

(l)

3l.5 (t1)

33. 5

(l)

24

3 (lo)

3 (13)

8

(T5)

9 (3)

34. l

33.l

(II)

25

5 (19)

5 (8}

7

(ll)

4

32'.5 (19)

3(471)

4(384)
wss1·

7

TS

28.8

(l)

(2)

(2)

(9)

34.0 (t l)

Weighted

Means &
Totals

--~~-

~

* Numbers in parentheses are sample sizes.
**Unit groupings include

adja<:ent~-usually

similar Units.
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Table XI. Mean number of da:ys hunted until successful and mean length of
longest horn as reported by hunters, Hsted in descending order:- with the
various game management units,, residency!> and sample sizes associated with
those means, 1967 sheep season, Alaska~
Game
Mgmt.
Unit

Resident
or Non-

36.0

19

N-R

(22)

35.0

19

R

34.6

11

34.2

No. Days

Game
Mgmt.
Unit

Resident

n

3

26

N-R

(21)

{22)

3

20

R

(76)

R

(66)

3

19

R

(22)

20

N-R

{48)

3

15

R

(36}

34.1

13

N-R

(76)

3

12

R

(77)

33.9

11

N-R

(72)

4

14

R

{55)

33 .. 4

12

R

(74).

4

13

N-·R

(75)

33.4

12

N-R

(81)

4

13

R

(65)

33.4

20

R

(73)

4

12

N-R

(78)

32.8

26

N-R

(21)

4

11

N--R

(74}

32.5

14

R

{52)

4

n

R

(66)

32.0

15

R

(34)

5

20

N-R

(50)

31.5

13

R

(63)

6

19

N-R

{26)

Length (.)7) of
Lon est Horn*

Resident

n

(y

rounded)

Until Successful*

*Means included only where sample sizes exceeded 20.
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Resident

or Non-

Suggested Rwistons and Additions fer This Job
Several shortcomings are evident in the gathering and treatment of
hunter harvest data. The following is a list of reconmend'ati'ons for cor
recting some of these in future worL
l.

Statistically valid s·arnpling and da.ta testing procedures should be
sought and used. The means- standard deviations- and sample: size should
be- progranmed as part of a11 computer-analyses of data of sufficient

sample size to be useful.
2_.

When the more. useful statistics are identified for each objective,
computer programs. should be obtained for significance tests of
annually stmmarized data. Thus part of each year 1 s pr-int out would
be a comparison of current statistics with those from previous years.

3.

Precision (repeatability) in measurements should be emphasized and
impre<:ise measureBEnts (e.g. horn base circumfe,rence) should be

avoided.
4~

Tradition.al Boone and Crockett measurements should be obtained only if
they are biologically meaningful (e•. g .. horn circumference or diameter
should be measured at horn annuli not at ,.quarters 11 . }

5.

Regressions should be calculated for the horn length - age and horn
length-curl relationships for each mountain range b:ecause hunters
are providing only horn length and probably cannot reliably provide
age or curl information.

6.

Horn curl should be measured with a protractor rather than being sub
jectively estimated.

7.

We should consider providing each of next year's sheep hunters with an
infonnattve,.. low-cost letter su1JJJ1arizin9 the information of interest
to hunters. that was derived from the Sheep Hunting _Report cards of 1967.
The: letters could be distributed with the harvest tickets and would
probably provide incentives, to hunters. for ioore complete cooperation
irr this data-gathering device.

8.

All statistics should be analysed on a mountain range basts rather
than a gaE inanagement unit basis. Kill, however,._ should also be
presented on a game management unit basis for comparison with past
years • data~

9.

Days hunted should~ be presented in number of hunters hunting one day,
number hunting. two days, etc. for each mountatn range" in addition to
being presented as mean number of days hunted per area.

10~

We should attempt to measure all of the. readily available hams in
future seasons.
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11.

Horn measurements should be recorded in such a way that a
key punch operator can punch data directly from a rec.sg2:.?.dl4f
form, the-re by speeding the proce"8s and avoiding transcrip-·
tion errors ..

12.

Methods of transport of sheep hunters should be learned
for use when and if management by restriction of methods
and means becomes desirable or necessary ..

13.

The area codes should be revised to allow known or ex
pected populations of sheep to be analysed as a unit.

Ranqe and Habitat Investigations
Some literature pertaining to habitat investigations was
reviewed. This job was otherwise inactive during the year.. It
will be active during the next reporting segment •

.Movement Studies
The job was largely inactive in 1967: nothing conclusive
can be said from the data in hand.. These data and those
collected during the next segment will be reported in the 1968
segment report.

Experimental Sheep Transplant
Capturing Phase:
Field operations were started on July
27, 1967, when the first attempts were made to dart sheep from
the Bell G-4 helicopter, the only machine available at the time.
It was soon discovered that adequate performance could not
be obtained at the altitudes involved, approximately 4,000
feet above sea level. In order to successfully and accurately
place darts in the hindquarter or shoulder area, it was neces
sary for the helicopter to be flown at a slow,. hovering speed
behind the animal being pursued, and not more than 15 yards
from it. Deflection shots, with the machine and target moving
at different speeds or angles, were found to be almost impossible
to make in view of the low-velocity of the dart-syringes and the
rapidly changing angles and distances of •• 1ead" that had to
be estimated.
The helicopter could not be flown slow or close enough
to fulfill these requirements,. and the only chances offered were
as it passed by dodg-ing animals at a greater speed. A number of·
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""desperation shots"' were attempted during the :Zc...r days ·chis
machine was use:d l:.ut th2se invariably resu:.b:d ~l• r:is;Jes and
lost syringes. 'Jnly one- anin:ml was hit, and Lt.5 s 0)1e in the
flank with no apparent result.
Herding the sheep by hel L:opter past hL.1~1.:-'n shoot.ers was
also tried with equally peer· rr':::.ults. One ewe •vz..J hit in this
manner (Table XV, No. 14), bu-L at too close a ".ange as she ran
by, resulting in a poorly placed flank hit in ·whic:1 the dart
penetrated completely into the abdominal cavity. This animal
escaped and apparently died later in some inaccescible cliffs.
The only sheep captured (Table XII, No. 1) was a male
lamb which was hit accidently by a dart shot a.t anotlier sheep
while stalking them on foot.
This lamb received. only a partial
injection of sernylan, bu~ ~~s promptly immobili£ed and just as
promptly recovered after capture. He was held in ::.. crate at Homer
and rapidly became adjusted to ~aptivity and Uie i.;::·8sence of
people, surviving in good hea.1 th to be releasec 0~1 Kodiak.
After four unsuccessful (;ays,. the helicopte.: was sent home,
and another one brought out by the owner of the a.i.r service involved.
This machine, a Bell 206A turbir:e-powered ••Jet FangeT", -was cap
able of excellent performance at the required alb.tu.des, was skill
fully piloted, and had a hi~Jh cruise speed (130 plus m.. p •. h.) which
considerably shortened the time between capture and deposit of
sheep at Green lake. With this h"licopter and pilot, we could con
sistently follow bounding s1~'"ep, r.iainta.ining co,...s~.<:•nt distance c.. ld
angle from them at no more thar> -0 to 30 feet avra.y. Shooting
accuracy was greatly improved <:1.c;·~ hits became rela :..:.ively simple
to make, while loss of darts wc:s reduced.
It was ac"t.ually founel.
necessary to reduce the power of the co 2 gun to its minimum set.:V ic:
in view of the close rangE:: she ts ....11en possible. W.i th higher
powe·r, and consequently morEO: velocity, the darts would hit so
hard at these short ranges that -th "'~Y wou lo. rebound. f ..;·om the
animal before complete injection d..:.. ,:;pi te 2 ·tarb on the needle,
and would usually be lost.
During the next two days. e:ight ew~s were captured using
sernylan. Of the eight., only two s ..1.rvived (!Gtble XIT, No. 2, 3).
The remainder, (Table XIII) with one excepti<:~1, died within a
few hours as a result cf bloat. '.l~he one ex:ce1:>ticn (•rable XV, No.
15) was a ewe which wa ~ in very poor condi U. or· when captured.
Unliek the others, sh€o wri.s completc.ly immohi U. ?.cc by 200 mg. of
sernylan, was easily captured, and appeared to recover from the
effects of the drug with no -bloa tL1~1·. Unfo:ctu1,at(;.ly, the point
of the dart penetrated ~rnr shoulder .suf ficiert.'.~l to puncture a
lung, causing slow, but ~4erious internal. hemor'l:.'h.'lqing. Dea th lllaS
attributed to mechanical. injury, int.ensi.fied by· Le.r :poor and
weakened conditionF
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The two ewes that survived initial capturing and cratill9
appeared to be in equally healthy condition as the five that died~
drug dosages were similar except that tranvet was given both
surviving ewes; handling was similar.. The use of tranvet may or
may not have been a factor in their survival. It did help calm
the animals to some degree for handling. Both had to be chased.
at some length on foot before capture could be effected, as did
the others which died after capture. However, neither exhibited
the rapid and severe bloating tendency which led to the death of
the other five ..
The animals that did not survive capture by sernylan, all
adult ewes, were not given injections of tranvet initially in the
belief this drug was not immediately necessary and that it might
add to their bloating problems. Furthermore, when it was found
that a dosage of 3cc of sernylan was probably-necessary for
sufficient immobilization to effect capture, the additional dose
of lee of tranvet could not be included in the 3cc syringes then
available. By the time these sheep reached Green Lake, bloatin9
was evident and all efforts were directed towa.rds reducing this
and encouraging their recovery from the drug effects rather than
towards further tranquilization. Whether or not the administra
tion of tranvet would have aided survival is not known ..

By the time these sheep had been unloaded from the heli
copter at Green Lake, bloat was usually evident. They were handled
as carefuliy as possible under the circumstances, propped c:>n their
briskets with head held up,. and their flanks massaged to encourage
eructation.
Pressure of time made i t necessary to move them again after
a comparatively short recovery period, when they had to be loaded
into the floatplane, flown to Homer {a 30-40 minute flight),
unloaded, trucked to the compound and there placed in crates.
By this time, and despite all our efforts~ bloat was invariably
far advanced, and the animal soon expired. Several actually died
in the plane while enroute.
Necropsy showed rumen contents in the lungs of each
sheep, undoubtedly forced up the esophagus by the pressure of
rumen gases during the latter stages of the bloating process
and then inhaled. The amount of rumen fluid in the lungs, and
the sudden and final choking, indicated that the direct. cause of
death was probably asphyxiation by drowning.·
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0::1ly two sheep escaped after being proper1y bit with
sernylan loaded darts (Table XVI.,. No·..- 1.7, 18} and i t is not
known whn ther they received complete injections.. Two· o-ther
. animals were shot with sernylan on the last day of the captur
ing operation. One was an adult ram, which received 300 mg.
The ram was only partially immobilized and required considerable
chasing, finally being caught by means of a home made bola.
Shortly after capture, the ram died (Table XIV~ No. 9), possibly
as a direct result of the drug, or as a result of the stress of
the chase, which was actually no worse than for some of the ewes.
1

The other was an adult ewe (Table XV, No .. 16), injected
with 200 mg .. of sernylan,. run down on foot after ataxia was
observed, and captured. She was then blindfo.lded, restrained,
and immediately given a drench of turpentine by means of a
stomach tube. This was done on the recommendation of a veter
inarian in an attempt to prevent bloating. This ewe was· suc
cessfully transported to Horner and crated~ bloating did not occur.
Unfortunately and unknown to us, the needle of the dart had pene
trated her lung and she died the next day of internal_ bleeding.
At the end of the second day of operations with the new

helicopter, after six out of the eight sheep captured during these
two days had died, it wa.s decided to switch drugs to anectine
which had worked successfully in the spring of 1965, during
previous transplant operations. This drug, mixed daily from
fresh powder, proved very erratic in its results on sheep this
time.
i>reviously used dosages of 20-24 mg .. for an adult ewe
did not ·::renerally produce any ataxia, much less immobilization.
However, one ewe died quickly from a dose of 24 mg.
(See Tables
XIV and XVI) .
Increasing the dosage to as much as 40 mg. of
anectine led to two more deaths, while other ewes of approximately
the same size escaped with little or no apparent effect.
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Table XII.

Sheep successfully

captured~

Immobilizing
&Dose

No.

Age &Sex

Weight

Drug

l.

Lamb male

Est.45 lbs.

Serynlan 100 mg

mg/lb/
?

Remarks

Ataxia in 7 minutes.Down
in 8 minutes. Captured and
survived.. Did not rece'ive
entire drug do~e. Tagged
in left ear with orange
metal tag #001 with green

streamer attached.
Released on Kodiak.
2.

Adult ewe

110 1bs.

Sernyl an 200 mg i. 8
Tranvet 50 mg 0.45

Ataxia in 10-15 minutes.
Never went down;had to be
run down for capture. Re
mained excitable, given an
additiona.l 50 mg tranvet

minutes after capture.
Became calm after another
45 minutes~ Tagged in
right ear with orange
metal tag #002 with red
streamer attached; in "left
ear with #003 with blue
streamer.
Released on Kodiak.

45

3.

Adult ewe

Est.120 lbs. Sernylan 300 mg 2.5

Ataxfa in 10 minutes.Never

went down. Had to be run

down for capture. Given 25
mg tranvet at capture.
Remained groggy and

listless. Given 2 cc ti.CTH
3 hours: after capture ,a_nd
1 cc ACTH next day. St.H'··

vived capture. but died
before reaching Kodiak.
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Table XlIL Sbeep captured but died later due ta secnndary drug effects.

No.

Age &Sex Weight

Dwg

4.

Adult ewe 135 lbs.

Sernylan 300 mg.

& Dose

mg/lb.

Necropsy Fonn No. & Remark.s

2.2

S-2-N B'loated,drnwned; rumen·

contents in lungs.

5.

Adult

ewe

134 lbs.

SernyTan 300 mg.

2.2

S-3-N Bloated, drowned; rumen
contents in lungs ..

6.

Adult

ewe.

122 l'bs..

Semylan 300

mg~

2.5

S-4-N Bloated,. drowned; rumen
contents fo lungs.

7.

Adult ewe 117 lbs.

Sernylan 300 mg.

2.6

S-5-K Bloated, drowned; rumen
contents in lungs.

8.

Adult ewe

Semylan 300 mg.

Table XIV.

S-6-N B"loated., drowned; rumen
contents in lungs.

Sheep captured but died promptly due to direct drug effects.

No.

Age & Sex Weight

Drug & Dose

mg/lb.

NecroQSY Fonn No. &Remarks

9.

Adult ram. (Est.

Sernylan 300 mg.

L7

S-8-N Never went down; had to
be chased hard for capture.
Captured 30 minutes after

175 lbs.)

injection.

Died 48 minutes

after injection.• No detai 1e•1
necropsy.
10.

Adult ewe (Est.

Anectine 24 mg..

0.20

120 lbs.}

Down in 22 minutes.
immediately.

Died

Not retrieved

due to weather.
11.

Adult ewe {Est.
Anectine 40 mg.
90 lbs.)

0.44

Down in 8 minutes.

Dead ·15
No

minutes after injection.

detailed necropsy.
12.

Adult ewe (Est.

Anectine 37.5 mg. 0.33

115 lbs.)

Down and died in 23 minute£, ..

No detailed necropsy.
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Table XV.

Sheep kille·d by me-chani:ca·l injury of dart.

No.

Age &Sex Weight

Drug & Dose

Necropsy form No.

13.

Lamb female 44 lbs.

Serny1an

S-1-N Dart struck carot·id arter.v.
Promptly bled to death.

14.

Adult ewe

-

Sernylan

Dart penetrated abdomen. Sheep
later seen in cliffs. app~rent1y
very sick or dead. Probably died.
could not recover.

15.

Adult ewe

88

lbs.

Sernylan

200

mg.

JtJ!.~rn.~rks

S-7-N 2.3 mg/lb. Sheep in very
poor condition. Captured and
appeared to recover from drug
effects. Died from internal
hemorrhage due to dart injury or
fa 11.

16.

Adult ewe (Est.
120

lbs.) Sernylan

200 mg.
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1.7 mg/lb. Captured after
moderate chase. Drenched with
stomach tube and turpentine. No
bloat occurred. Dart punctured
lung; died of hemorrhage next
day. No detailed necropsy.

Table XVI.

Sheep hit but not captured.

No.

.ffile & Sex

Estim. Weight

Drug & Dose

17

Adult ewe

100-130 lbs.

Sernylan 300 mg 2.3-3.0

No apparent effects,
escaped.

18.

Adult ewe

100-130 lbs.

Sernylan 300 mg

2.3-3.0

No apparent effects,
escaped.

19.

Adult ewe

100-130 lbs.

Anectine 20 mg

0.15-0.20

No apparent effects;
escaped.

20.

Adult ewe

100-130 1bs .

Anectine 24 mg

0.18-0.24

No apparent effects;
escaped.

21.

Adult ewe

100-130 lbs.

Anectine 20 mg

0.15-0.20

Slight ataxia after
9 minutes. escaped.

22.

Adult ewe

100-130 1bs.

Anectine 20 mg

0.15-0 .. 20

No apparent effects;
escaped.

23.

Adult ewe

100-130 Tbs.

Anectine 22 mg

0..17-0.22

No apparent effects;
escaped.

24.

Adult ewe

100-130 lbs.

Anectine 24 mg.

0.18-0.24

No apparent effects;
escaped.

25.

Adult ewe

l 00-130 1bs.

Anectine 32 mg

0.25-0.32

No apparent effects;
escaped.

26.

Adult ewe

100-·l 30 lbs.

Anectine 32 mg

0.25-0.32

No apparent
escaped.

27.

Adult ewe

100-130 lbs.

Anectine 37.5 mg 0.29-0.38
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Estim. mg/lb..

Remarks

effects~

No apparent effects,
escaped.

On August: 6, because of the approach of the sheep hunting season,.-iwe
to open August 10, it was necessary to suspend capturing operations. The
helicopter contract was terminated and equipment was moyed out of the field ..
Because of the weathe·r and the problems with drugs, only two full da_y.s_.AQd
three half-days had actua n y been devoted to captm ;'l"lg attempts while the
jet helicopter was available.
Discussion of Drugs Used: During the spring of 1965, a similar capture
and transplant project was carried out. At this time, three sheep were
injected with sernylan. A 125 lb. ewe was captured using 50 mg., or 0.4
mg/lb. Another ewe, estimated to weigh 140 lbs. (perhaps a bit optimistic?)
\vas hit \IJith 65 mg., or approximately 0.5 mg/lb., and could not be captured ..
A ram, estimated at 165 lbs., received 50 mg., or 0.3 mg/lb., and also
escaped. The captured ewe survived and showed no tendency towards bloat.
In the spring of 1967, two adult bighorn ewes (Ovis canadensis)
were injected with sernylan during an experimental trapping and marking
field trip in Canada. One ewe, weighing 130 lbs.~ was hit with 80 mg.,
or 0.6 mg/lb., and was successfully captured. The second, which weighed
125 lbs., was given 100 mg. of sernylan plus 40 mg. of tranvet, which was
0.8 mg/lb. of sernylan and 0.3 mg/lb. of tranvet. This animal was also
successfully captured, and was markedly easier to handle than the first~
Both were handled, then allowed to recover on the spot; no moving was
attempted, nor were they tied or otherwise restrained for more than a
half-hour each. Recovery was complete, and no bloat was evident. Both
captures could be considered 11 ideal 11 •
As in the case with the 1965 Dall sheep capture, the season was early
spring, forage was dry or just beginning to green up, and the animals were
thin. Dosages necessary for immobilization were much lower than during
the surrnner of 1967, when up to four times as much sernylan was required.
During the summer operation, forage was green and Tush, and a11 animals,
except the one ewe previously described, were in good condition. This thin
ewe appeared to react more favorably to the drug than did the others. nor
did she bloat. Thus, it would appear that sernylan tends to promote bloat
formation more in fat animals on green forage than in thin animals on dry
forage. Larger per-pound dosages were required in the surrnner for immobili
zation of the fatter animals, and it is possible that this factor was more
important in bloat-formation than forage condition.
Except for the bloat problem, sernylan appears to be a useful immo
bilizing drug with a wide latitude of safety. It should be possible to
prevent bloat with prompt application of a suitable preventative drench,
given immediately upon capture. Unfortunately, we did not have time to
adequately try this approach.
As indicated by the death of the one ram shot, adult males, at least,
do not appear as tolerant of sernylan as do ewes. The ram died of a
lesser per-pound dosage, 1.7 mg/lb., than that given ;to tire s11ccessf'U'n·1
captured ewes or to the ewes which escaped with no outward effects. More
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work is certainly needed in order to verify this apparent dif
ference in tolerance.
Anectine exhibited a similar but even more unreliable
pattern than sernylan. Thirteen sheep were successfully captured
in the 1965 project with dosages of 25 mg. for adult ewes, 20
mg. for yearling ewes or rams, and 15 mg. for adult rams. The
differential sex tolerance was also evident. These sheep were
thin and on drier range, and the drug worked well. In the summer
1967 attempt, nine adult ewes were injected and escaped with
dosages ranging from 20 mg. to 37.5 mg., while three were killed
with similar dosages from 24 mg. to 40 mg.
None was successfully
immobilized. Therefore, it seems that sheep reaction to anectine
is too variable for successful results in the summer when the
animals are fat, and when the drug is administered under con
ditions of stress.
Unfortunately, this project was undertaken with no time
available for experimentation with capturing methods, and with
limited past experience in Dall sheep immobilization, none of
which had been accomplished during the summer. The adverse
reaction to the drugs used was not anticipated, nor was there time
to develop better methods after the problems were discovered.
Holding and Transporting: As each animal was captured, it
was blindfolded and kept that way during initial holding and
shipment to the Homer compound. The blindfolds did seem to lessen
struggling in most cases, especially during the early recovery
period. It is probable that they did help during transport,
although it was difficult to assess the value due to the effects
of the sernylan and tranvet previously administered, as well as
the effects of bloat-induced struggling.
In order to carry the animals in the helicopter and the
floatplane, it was necessary to hogtie them securely. Despite
blindfold and drugs,. most went through periodic spells of violent
struggling. Obviously, this would have been extremely dangerous
if not restrained. Such restraint was probably detrimental and
contributed to bloat formation, but was unavoidable under the
circumstances.
Upon reaching Homer, each surviving sheep was placed in
a separate crate which had been provided with bedding and containers
for grain and water. The crates were dark inside, and the adult
animals did no further struggling unless the feeding doors were
opened.
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The ewes remained lethargic while era ted, and, to our
knowledge, refused to eat any of the alfalfa hay, alfalfa pellets
or rolled oats which were provided. They were observed to drink
water, however. One ewe was held in captivity for eight days;
the second was held for seven days. By the end of this period,
and probably as a result of inactivity and starvation,- both were
considerably weakened.
The two-month-old lamb, on the other hand, _reacted dif
ferently to captivity. He rapidly became used to the presence
of humans and readily accepted confinement in a crate. Although
he did not appear to eat the grain, hay, or pellets, he did eat
quantities of green forage brought to him, forage refused by the
adult ewes. He also became quite aggressive towards anyone reach
ing into his crate to change food or water. At the end of his
12 days of captivity, he was still strong and comparatively tame.
A Grumman Goose amphibian was used to transport the sheep
directly from Homer to the release pen on Kodiak Island. Un
fortuna~ely, the
crates were too large for the plane's door so
the three animals had to be removed from their crates, tied and
placed on the floor of the plane.
Despite blindfolds and injections of tranvet, both adult
ewes struggled continually after being placed in the plane. It
was necessary for a man to constantly hold each animal to prevent
its floundering around and hurting itself. The struggle was
exhausting for both man and beast, and was extended by the neces
sity to abort the trip due to bad weather after reaching Kodiak,
and return to Homer. The ewes were replaced in their crates over
night. During the night, one died, undoubtedly as a result of
its weakened condition and exhaustion brought about by the strug
gle of un-crated transport.
The remaining ewe and lamb were again loaded in the Goose
the next day, and this time flown successfully to the holding pen
at Three Saints Bay, Kodiak. Throughout both attempts, the lamb
remained calm and did not struggle; he was blindfolded and loosely
hobbled but not tied.
Release and Follow Up: The release pen, constructed of
nylon netting, steel posts and wire, was located on the west
shore of the mouth of Three Saints Bay, Kodiak Island, about two
miles south of the abandoned village site of Nunamiut. It had
been built on a small flat between the ocean and a steep mountain··
side which rose over 1,000 feet and well into the alpine. The
flat was covered with a dense stand of beach rye grassr the
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mountainside was a tangled jungle of devils' club, salmon berryr
alder, etc. , forming an almost impenetrable barrier between
beach and alpine.
Upon reaching the sit~, the ewe and male lamb were released
into the pen, and we set up camp nearby in order to protect them
from possible bear predation. Since there wa.s no palatable
feed within the pen, we decided to release the animals the next
day after a minimal period of acclimatization.
Consequently, about noon of August 10, the pen was opened
and the sheep moved out, immediately running for the hillside and
entering the jungle. As expected, they soon became tangled in
the brush and stopped, apparently bewildered by the dense mass
and lack of visibility. There was no open access to the alpine
from the release site. We then chopped a pathway from the sheep
to a bear trail, which appeared to extend straight up the moun
tain to the alpine, and which seemed to be the only means of the
animals' penetrating the brush. During the attempt to drive them
to the bear trail, the sheep became separated, the ewe running
up the narrow beach past the trail, and the lamb disappearing
into the jungle above the pen. After proceeding up the beach
about one-half mile, the ewe turned into the brush and was not
seen again.
Further attempts to locate the lamb were unsuccessful,
nor could the ewe be tracked back into the brush when this was
tried the next day. Fresh bear tracks were noted where the
ewe turned into the brush, but no birds, odor or other signs
of a kill were noted during the following days.
The last and only additional sighting was made on August
15, when the lamb was seen feeding in the alpine directly above
camp.
It had successfully negotiated the jungle-covered slope,
and reached what was presumed to be suitable sheep habitat. We
left the area on that date without having seen the ewe again, and
with no idea of her fate.
Should she have reached the high,
alpine meadows, it is reasonably certain she would eventually
join the male lamb since she could only have gone onto the same
mountain.
Evaluation:
It is readily apparent that this project has
been largely a failure due to a number of causes, the primary one
being that it was attempted before we were adequately prepared-to.
undertake it. Although the helicopter and dart gun method had
been used with success several years previously, the drugs used
had not been tried under the conditions now present. 1'he un
satisfactory reactions to the drugs came as a surprise,. and
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sufficient time was not available to allow for experimentation and
improvement.
We did not know of the inadequacy of the first helicopter
until it was tried, and lost several days until the otm.i!r-"COUld
be procured. It was a mistake to remove the weakened ewes from
their crates for shipment, but we had no choice at the time ..
And finally, the site for the release had been poorly picked,
again because lack of time prevented a proper selection.
Should a similar project be planned in the future, ample
time and funds should be made available for planning, exper-i
menta tion if necessary, and carrying out all phases of the work.
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APPENDIX·
r.

Costs of Experimental Sheep Transplant
(Salaries and labor- not included}

$

Miscellaneous Supplies,, Drugs and Tools • • . • .

r,,m_19

Crate and Fencing Materials, inC"hlding Nylon Nets.

. •__*J&

Feed for Sheep

.. ....

Travel and Per Diem •
Telephone • • •

Vehicle Rental

:t*258,;;25
..

...

•

*'

...

...

JOl ..95.

....

- ..... .
.,,...

I

......

.......

·.'.

' '

• •

•

·''1

Aircraft Rental

;,)~·
·t,tl)a;.So.

Helicopter Charter. •

.SJR!·i34.

Freight

,

TOTAL COS'tS
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